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Dear Customer,

thank you for your interest in GRAND POWER products. This catalogue represents the latest result of our 
e� ort to manufacture top quality handguns, which will provide a lifetime of enjoyment and safety for our 
customers, ranging from IPSC, IDPA and sport shooters of other disciplines, as well as law enforcement/
military professionals and those who take their safety and the safety of their loved ones seriously.

The GRAND POWER company was founded in Slovakia in 2002. We are proudly building on a long 
tradition of Czechoslovak � rearms, utilizing our own and unique designs and construction methods, 
using state of the art technologies and materials, employing highly skilled and passionate workers 
who live by our motto „Passion for precision“.

Through hard work and high standards, our company has achieved worldwide recognition with our 
core model - the K100 - the most universal model in our product range, alongside our � agship - the 
X-Calibur have brought us countless medals at many IPSC and other discipline matches. The X-Calibur 
continues to be an integral part of success for many sport shooters all over the world.

To cover the needs of our valued customers and wide variety of their needs and wishes, our product 
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range now consists of more than 30 models of pistols in all major calibers, ranging from less lethal ammunition, through rim� re and 
center� re cartridges, including the 10mm AUTO.

GRAND POWER is among the most successful Slovak exporters, with overseas sales accounting for 99% of its production, mostly for the 
USA and the EU countries.

GRAND POWER products are modern and very high-quality � rearms. Their exceptionality rests in a unique locking mechanism, which 
functions via barrel rotation on a rotating cross-pin. This solution is hugely di� erent from other rotating barrel systems on the market and 
provides superior reliability, signi� cantly reduced recoil and muzzle � ip and improves accuracy and overall shooting comfort. The same 
level of comfort is provided for both left and right-handed shooters, thanks to fully ambidextrous controls straight from the factory, without 
any need of additional modi� cations to the gun and is further enhanced by four exchangeable backstraps to accommodate any hand.

INTRO
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Our pistols incorporate a steel frame insert inside of a durable, exceptionally strong polyamide grip module. The steel frame insert and slide are 
milled from a single piece of high-quality CrMoV steel, heat treated to achieve the best results possible. No cast frames, only honest billet steel. Our 
barrels are made at our factory utilizing a highly accurate button ri� ing method. Tight tolerances on key dimensions result in superb accuracy, but 
still retain su�  cient space for moving parts to function correctly. This makes for robust and reliable � rearms with excellent accuracy. All surfaces are 
treated by QPQ - Tenifer technology (up to 750 HV) to provide exceptional corrosion and wear resistance during years of hard use.
All of the information and data contained in this catalog may be subject to change without further announcement. All dimensions are 
approximate. Pictures in this catalog are for illustrative purposes only, actual delivery may vary.

INTRO
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X-CALIBUR & X-CALIBUR MATCH Mk23 

X-CALIBUR
MATCH

Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 215 mm
Height without magazine: 134,5 mm
Width: 47,8 mm
Barrel length: 121 mm
Weight: 1000 g

Our � agship model- the X-calibur is a perfect sport shooters companion. Well balanced pistol with crisp trigger, short reset and two 
sight options – red dot (4 mounting plates for several popular patterns included) or micrometric sight (replaces red dot mounting 
plate).  All new Mk23 X-calibur features aggressive slide design with improved cocking serrations and enhanced texture grip.
MATCH variant features all steel dust cover that further reduces muzzle � ip and improves speed 
and accuracy of subsequent shots.

X-CALIBUR
Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 215 mm
Height without magazine: 134,5 mm
Width: 47,8 mm
Barrel length: 121 mm
Weight: 872 g

OPTICS READY

Mk23Mk23
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The Mk23 version of the K100 takes all of the 
features which make the K100 the cornersto-
ne of our handgun range and improves them 
even further. 
The K100 comes optics ready with four mo-
unting plates included in the box. The gun is 
easier to manipulate thanks to an enhanced 
grip texture and the new design of slid serrati-
ons a� ords a more positive grip. Di� erent co-
lor options for the frame are available. 

The P1 Mk23 retains all of the advantages of 
the larger K100 in a smaller package. All of the 
new improvements of the Mk23 model are 
carried over to the P1 and include the ability 
to mount red dots, improved grip and slide 
traction, and the new barrel locking system.

Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 187,5 mm
Height without magazine: 133 mm
Width: 36,2 mm
Barrel length: 93 mm
Weight: 735 g

K100
Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 202,1 mm
Height without magazine: 133 mm
Width: 36,2 mm
Barrel length: 108 mm
Weight: 785 g

OPTICS READY

Mk23
Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 183 mm
Height without magazine: 119 mm
Width: 34 mm
Barrel length: 93 mm
Weight: 640 g

Mk23

The P1S is a hybrid of the P11’s grip and a P1 
slide and barrel, giving you a more concealab-
le gun with a 12-round capacity. Combined 
with a � ring pin block and a manual safety, it 
is a great, and safe carry option for those who 
prefer hammer-� red gun. This handle doesn’t 
have interchangeable backstraps but o� ers re-
ally deep checkering and a really comfortab-
le grip which makes it very popular with both 
male and female users for concealed carry.

K100 & P1 & P1S Mk23

P1
Mk23

K100 & P1 & P1S Mk23

P1S
Mk23

OPTICS READY
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Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 188,1 mm
Height without magazine: 133 mm
Width: 34,2 mm
Barrel length: 93 mm
Weight: 755 g

Q100
Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 202,1 mm
Height without magazine: 133 mm
Width: 34,2 mm
Barrel length: 108 mm
Weight: 810 g

The Q1 is a compact version of our striker � re 
Q100 while maintaining all the features of this 
full size duty pistol. All the controls are fully 
ambidextrous and the Q1 features all new barrel 
locking mechanism, enhanced grip and comes 
red dot ready out of the box. 

For those who prefer striker � red pistol, the Q100 
brings all the features of other Mk23 pistols such 
as red dot mounting capability, enhanced grip 
and improved barrel locking mechanism.

OPTICS READY

Mk23 Mk23
Caliber: 9x19
Overall length: 183 mm
Height without magazine: 119 mm
Width: 34 mm
Barrel length: 93 mm
Weight: 650 g

The Q1S is a new, compact model derived from our 
successful striker � re model, the Q100, yet more sui-
table for concealed carry in both, civilian and profes-
sional applications. Q1S model has same barrel and 
overall length as the Q1, but utilizing even smaller, 
more concealable grip similar to that on our P11.
The Q1S is striker � red semi-automatic pistol with 
very smooth SA trigger that makes for precise shot 
even in stressful situations. The trigger is equipped 
with safety mechanism that functions autonomously, 
without a need to manually engage the safety. 

6

Q1Q100

OPTICS READY

Mk23
Q1S
Mk23

Q100 & Q1 & Q1S Mk23
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K22 X-TRIM Mk23K22 X-TRIM Mk23

K22 X-TRIM

The K22 X-TRIM is the rim� re little brother of the X-Calibur, and 
heavily borrows from its design. The slide, with the aggressive 
lightening cuts and angled serrations are one aspect. Just 
like with the X-Calibur, they provide a secure purchase for 
manipulating the slide. The Mk23 X-TRIM also features an 
optics-ready capability out-of-the-box just like the rest of our 
Mk23 lineup of handguns. 

These guns have been tested extensively with pistol red dots 
and they work reliably. However, we would caution against 
mounting too-heavy of a red dot optic because, at the end of 
the day, it is still a .22LR. The X-TRIM, like the rest of our rim� re 
pistols is also equipped with the two-spring system which 
makes it ammunition agnostic. A notable feature is that the 
K22 X-TRIM � ts the same holsters as the X-Calibur. 

Other features that are shared with the X-CALIBUR is the STI 
hammer, enlarged safeties, and oversized magazine release 
button. The new hammer is a throwback to the � rst GRAND 
POWER pistols imported to the US by STI. The safety levers can 
be swapped out for low pro� le ones or you can keep the large 
left-hand side one and put on a low-pro� le, right-hand side 
lever.

Caliber: .22 LR
Trigger mechanism: SA/DA
Trigger pull weight: 20-25N/35-40N
Overall length: 212 mm
Height without magazine: 134,4 mm
Width: 48 mm
Barrel length: 108 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 790 g
Standard magazine capacity: 10

OPTICS READY

Mk23
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Model line Mk23 - frame color options
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K22 & CP22

Caliber: .22 LR
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 173 mm
Height without magazine: 131 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 94 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 595 g
Weight w empty magazine: 645 g
Standard magazine capacity: 10

K22
Caliber:
Trigger mechanism:

The K22 is a semi-automatic pistol chambered in the a� ordable 
.22LR caliber. It o� ers a solid steel frame, slide, and a bull barrel 
for longevity and reliability. The grip, four interchangeable 
backstraps, fully ambidextrous controls, sights and accessory 
options are shared with our 9mm pistols for easy adaptability as a 
training tool that allows the shooter to train more for less.  

Caliber: .22 LR
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 211.5 mm
Height without magazine: 133.5 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 127 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 670 g
Weight w empty magazine: 720 g
Standard magazine capacity: 10

The CP22. Built to the very same standards and from the same materials as 
all of our rim� re pistols, the CP22 is the most compact .22LR pistol in our 
portfolio. Built on the P11-sized polymer frame, we managed to maintain 
fully ambidextrous controls and a steel slide, frame, and a threaded bull 
barrel equipped with a knurled thread protector. Despite the small size, you 
get a durable and reliable pistol in an a� ordable caliber. 

CP22
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K22 TS

K22 TSK22 TS

Caliber: .22 LR
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 30-35 N/15-18 N
Overall length: 237.5 mm (6” version)

Height without magazine: 144 mm

Width: 48 mm
Barrel length: 5”/ 6”/ 8”
Weight w/o magazine: 712 g
Weight w empty magazine: 760 g
Standard magazine capacity: 10

K22 TSK22 TS

The K22 TS, with TS standing for Target Sport, is our answer 
to suggestions from long range rim� re shooters while 
maintaining the bene� ts of other GRAND POWER rim� re 
pistols. 

The K22 TS is manufactured in three barrel length variants, 
5”, 6”, and 8” to accommodate shooters needs as well as local 
legislation. A long barrel provides excellent accuracy and 
is equipped with a fully adjustable micrometric-type rear 
sight and a � ber optic front sight. The barrel is threaded for 
accessories, with a thread protector included as standard. 

Our crisp DA/SA trigger is famous for its short reset and 
further enhances accuracy of follow-up shots.

A unique, lightened slide design reduces the reciprocating 
mass while still being milled out of a single piece of steel, 
unlike many other rim� re handguns, which provides great 
reliability and longevity. An unobstructed ejection port allows 
easy manipulation, for example in case of ammo malfunction 
of the sometimes � nicky .22LR ammo. To further increase 
the durability of the K22 TS it is built from the same parts as 
our larger caliber pistols, such as a steel frame insert and the 
Mk12 polymer frame. Owners of other GRAND POWER pistols 
will appreciate the familiar layout of the controls which are 
identical to our full-sized pistols, making the K22 TS a great 
training tool. The K22 TS can also be � tted with many parts 
used to customize your larger caliber GRAND POWER pistols. 
It features an accessory rail to mount lights, lasers, or other 
accessories. An interchangeable backstrap covers the lanyard 
hole while the enlarged safety levers provide a thumb rest 
and can be replaced by lower pro� le ones.
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P24 & LP24

GRAND POWER P24 is a slim pro� le, duty sized, striker-� red, semi-automatic pistol, featuring a browning link-less locking system with barrel locking into the 
ejection port and advanced features such as fully ambidextrous controls, red-dot ready slide (four base plates included), three interchangeable backstraps. 
The P24 is also equipped with � ring pin and trigger safety, loaded chamber indicator, striker indicator, crisp single action trigger and accepting popular 
Glock* pattern magazines. 

The LP24 is a longer slide / longer sight radius pistol with same characteristics and features as the all new P24.

*Glock is a registered trademark of Glock, Inc. 

Caliber: 9x19
Width: 30,6 mm
Lenght 183,5 mm
Barrel length: 93,1 mm
Height: 130,6 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 480 g
Weight with magazine: 560 g
Standard magazine capacity: 17+1

P24P24
Caliber: 9x19
Width: 30,6 mm
Lenght 211,1 mm
Barrel length: 120,8 mm
Height: 130,6 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 620 g
Weight with magazine: 700 g
Standard magazine capacity: 17+1

LP24LP24
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Caliber: 10mm AUTO
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 206.5 mm
Height without magazine: 135.5 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 108 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 770 g
Weight w empty magazine: 880 g
Standard magazine capacity: 14

Caliber: 10mm AUTO
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 228 mm
Height without magazine: 136 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 127 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 875 g
Weight w empty magazine: 972 g
Standard magazine capacity: 14

The P40 o� ers a unique rotating barrel mechanism for those who 
prefer shooting the powerful 10mm AUTO. Built on the latest 
generation of our ergonomic polyamide frame which is more 
robust than the standard Mk12 frame, strengthened to withstand 
regular use of 10mm ammunition. The new rounded slide provides 
excellent handling and ergonomics.

The longer P40L model makes for even more accurate shooting due 
to a longer sight radius while the increased mass shifts the center 
of gravity towards the muzzle to further reduce muzzle � ip, which 
makes shooting 10mm an enjoyable experience.

P40 10MM AUTO & P40L 10MM AUTO

P40L 
10MM AUTO

P40
10MM AUTO
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ST380, CP380 & LP380

Caliber: .380 ACP
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 189 mm
Height without magazine: 133.5 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 105 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 720 g
Weight w empty magazine: 780 g
Standard magazine capacity: 15

Caliber: .380 ACP
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 179 mm
Height without magazine: 118 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 85 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 640 g
Weight w empty magazine: 737 g
Standard magazine capacity: 12

Caliber: .380 ACP
Trigger mechanism: DA/SA
Trigger pull weight: 35-40 N/20-25 N
Overall length: 216 mm
Height without magazine: 133.5 mm
Width: 36 mm
Barrel length: 135 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 791 g
Weight w empty magazine: 886 g
Standard magazine capacity: 15

ST380 CP380 LP380CP380
The ST380 is a self-loading pistol chambered in 
.380 ACP caliber with a DA/SA trigger mechanism, 
intended mainly for security services and personal 
protection, especially in jurisdictions that prohibit 
possession of larger caliber � rearms. A robust 
barrel and a steel frame insert provide a long 
service life. The pistol operates by direct blowback.  
The ST380 features fully ambidextrous controls 
and interchangeable backstraps in four sizes.

The CP380 is a sub-compact version of our P380 
designed mainly for personal protection. The 
CP380 is a lightweight, reliable, and accurate 
pistol ideal for everyday carry. 

The LP380 in .380 caliber is a full-sized pistol 
o� ering a superior feel and performance to every 
user. No matter if carried on duty, for personal 
protection, or used for competition, this model 
o� ers reliability, accuracy and top quality.
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STRIBOG SP9A3

Caliber: 9x19
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 2.7 kg
Overall length: 424 mm
Height without magazine: 200 mm
Width: 57 mm
Barrel length: 8”
Weight w/o magazine: 2.4 kg

Weight w empty magazine:
+53 / +68 / +91 g 

(10/20/30 round mags)
Standard magazine capacity: 10, 20, 30

STRIBOG SP9A3STRIBOG SP9A3

A pistol version with an 8” barrel, supplied as a pistol 
without a stock. The STRIBOG SP9 A3 o� ers the 
reliability and ruggedness of the previous generation 
of STRIBOGS but brings a couple of fundamental 
improvements in the form of a semi-locked bolt 
with a delayed action via a transfer roller, and a non-
reciprocating charging handle.
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SP9A3S

STRIBOG SP9A3S

Caliber: 9x19
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 2.7 kg
Overall length: 316/579 mm
Height without magazine: 204 mm
Width: 57/84 mm
Barrel length: 5,5“
Weight w/o magazine: 2.25 kg

Weight w empty magazine:
+53 / +68 / +91 g 

(10/20/30 rd mags)
Standard magazine capacity: 10, 20, 30

For easy concealability the shortest SP9 A3 S version is available, measuring just 
316 mm with the stock folded (without a muzzle device). All internal parts have 
been designed for reliable function even with a short barrel. The SP9 A3 S is � tted 
with a threaded barrel with a protective end cap, utilizing a 1/2x28 thread pitch. An 
FRN folding stock may be replaced by an end cap to further increase concealability. 
For such a small package we managed to retain a lot of accessory rail real estate 
at the 12 and 6 o’clock positions as well as M-LOK slots at the 3 and 9 o’clock. This 
allows the user to mount red dots, lights, lasers, grips 
and other accessories the user may want.
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SR9A3

STRIBOG  SR9A3

SR9A3
Caliber: 9x19
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 2.7 kg
Overall length: 761/475 mm
Height without magazine: 200 mm
Width: 57 mm
Barrel length: 10”
Weight w/o magazine: 2.46 kg

Weight w empty magazine:
+53 / +68 / +91 g 

(10/20/30 rd mags)
Standard magazine capacity: 10, 20, 30

A carbine version with a 10” barrel and a 
folding or telescopic stock from the STRIBOG 
family o� ering an M-LOK interface as well 
as picatinny rails for accessories. No matter 
if used for competition, home defense, or 
just fun at the range, the SR9 A3 is a solid 
pistol caliber carbine that is built to last, 
open to modi� cations and customizable 
by many available accessories. 
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STRIBOG RSR9A3

RSR9A3

A ri� e version available with 13” and 16” barrel lengths, the RSR is aimed at competition 
shooters who can utilize the bene� ts of longer barrels and more control over the gun 
during target transitions with an optional extended handguard. The longer barrel 
also allows for more accurate shooting at extended distances found at PCC matches. 

The Gen2 upgrade combines a signi� cantly shorter and lighter upper receiver with 
our new octagonal handguard for excellent control of the gun movement in sport 
shooting disciplines such as IPSC PCC.

Caliber: 9x19
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 2.7 kg

Overall length:
850/564 mm 
915/629 mm

Height without magazine: 200 mm
Width: 57 mm
Barrel length: 13“/16“
Weight w/o magazine: 2.53 / 2.60 kg

Weight w empty magazine:
+53 / +68 / +91 g 

(10/20/30 rd mags)
Standard magazine capacity: 10, 20, 30
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STRIBOG  TR22

TR22
Chambered in .22LR, the STRIBOG TR22 is available in 10”, 12”, and 
16” barrel lengths. It can serve as a dedicated training tool for the 
STRIBOG line as well as a plinking and recreational gun for the entire 
family. We managed to maintain the same controls, materials and 
overall feel of our 9mm STRIBOGs and replicate the durability and 
reliability of our famous K22 in an a� ordable package that will last 
a lifetime. A bull barrel and full compatibility with the majority of 
STRIBOG accessories and aftermarket parts are a matter of course.

Caliber: .22LR
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 2.7 kg
Overall length: 720/770/885 mm
Height without magazine: 200 mm
Width: 57 mm
Barrel length: 10”/12”/16.5”
Weight w/o magazine: 2335g/2400g/2530g
Standard magazine capacity: 10/25
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STRIBOG SP10A3 & STRIBOG SP45A3

Caliber: 10 mm AUTO
Overal lenght W/open folding 
stock:

727,7mm

Overal lenght W/closed folding 
stock:

468,7mm

Heigh w/o magazine: 204 mm
Width: 57/83mm
Barrel length: 8”, 10”
Weight: 2468g

The STRIBOG family is now proud to o� er two new 
calibers for big bore enthusiasts – the famous 10 mm 
AUTO and good old .45 ACP!

STRIBOG handguns are very robust and reliable 
handguns, utilizing advanced roller delayed blowback 
system which tames even 10mm recoil with ease. The 
� rearm is fed by durable polymer magazine.

SP10A3
Caliber: .45 ACP
Overal lenght W/open folding 
stock:

727,7mm

Overal lenght W/closed folding 
stock:

468,7mm

Heigh w/o magazine: 204 mm
Width: 57/83mm
Barrel length: 8”, 10”
Weight: 2468g

SP45A3SP45A3

Both SP45 and SP10 o� er high degree of modularity, including picatinny rails 
on 12 and 6 o clock position, M-LOK® slots on 3 and 9 o clock positions which 
allow for installation of wide range of accessories including red dot sights, hard 
sights, laser devices and accessory lights (where legal and permitted). Backup 
� ip up sights are installed by default.

Side folding polymer stock, lockable 
in both positions, is installed as 
default, telescopic stock and AR-
type stock adaptor available on 
demand. Third party aftermarket 
solutions are available for truly 
demanding customers.

Smooth and crisp trigger, 
combined with button ri� ed barrel 
made by GRAND POWER make for 
excellent accuracy even when used 
for longer distances.
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SP9A3G & SP9A3SG

The SP9A3G version of the STRIBOG is GRAND POWER’s answer to countless requests from our 
customers. The SP9A3G accepts GLOCK – style magazines (double stack) while maintaining 
all of the great features of our existing STRIBOG line.

While the standard SP9A3G comes with an 8” barrel, the SP9A3SG is a shortened version 
which features a 5.5” barrel for ultimate compactness and concealability. Both barrel lengths 
are topped o�  with a 1/2x28 thread pitch to attach di� erent muzzle devices and suppressors.

SP9A3G SP9A3G 
& SP9A3SG& SP9A3SG
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MODEL LINE STRIBOG

22

Color combination options
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Caliber: .223 Remington
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 8.5 lbs
Barrel length: 11 a 14,5“
Twist rate: 1:8
Overall length w/ 
collapsed stock:

706 mm

Height: 187 mm
Width: 68,8 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 2896g
Standard magazine 
capacity: 10

GP R15  &  GP R15M
Caliber:
Trigger mechanism:Trigger mechanism:
Trigger pull weight:Trigger pull weight:
Barrel length:Barrel length:
Twist rate:

Overall length w/ 
collapsed stock:collapsed stock:
Height:Height:
Width:

GP R15  &  GP R15M

The GP R15 is a modern semi-automatic, AR-15 style ri� e chambered in .223 Wylde (for use of .223 as well as 5.56 NATO rounds). 
The ri� e is o� ered in � ve di� erent barrel length options of 11“, 14.5“, 16.5“, (with 18“ and 20“ being available on demand) and currently available 
in both a Direct Impingement – GP R15 as well as a short-stroke piston version – GP R15 M.
The GP R15 M uses a short-stroke gas piston with a three-position, adjustable gas block. It allows the user to select settings for normal, adverse, 
and suppressed operation.
The handguard of the GP R15 features a full length Picatinny rail at the 12 o‘clock and M-LOK slots at the 3, 6, and 9 o‘clock position, making for an extremely 
versatile mounting solution while simultaneously reducing weight. In contrast, the handguard of the piston-driven GP R15 M is easily removable thanks to a QD 
lever. This allows quick access to the piston mechanism for easy � eld strip and cleaning. Additionally, it has Picatinny rails at both the 12 and 6 o‘clock positions.

Caliber: .223 Remington
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 8.5 lbs
Barrel length: 11-20“
Twist rate: 1:8
Overall length w/ 
collapsed stock:

706 mm

Height: 187 mm
Width: 68,8 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 2800g
Standard magazine 
capacity: 10

GP R15

GP R15M
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GP R15 FREYA  &  GP R15 FREYA SKELETONGP R15 FREYA  &  GP R15 FREYA SKELETON

Caliber: .223 Remington
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 3.5 lbs
Barrel length: 11 a 18“

Twist rate: 1:8

Overall length w/ 
collapsed stock:

706 mm

Height: 187 mm
Width: 64,4 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 2410g
Standard magazine 
capacity: 10

Caliber: .223 Remington
Trigger mechanism: SA
Trigger pull weight: 3.5 lbs
Barrel length: 11-20“

Twist rate: 1:8

Height: 187 mm
Width: 64,5 mm
Weight w/o magazine: 2610g
Magazine capacity: 10

GP R15
FREYA

The GP R15 FREYA is a competition-oriented version with a milled billet upper and lower receivers with extensive lightening cuts making for an 
extremely handy and manoeuvrable ri� e.
The FREYA brings additional features over the standard R15, namely an integral oversized trigger guard, and an improved, fully adjustable, cassette-
style trigger unit, making it competition ready out of the box. Its magazine well is bevelled to speed up magazine changes and also includes lightening 
cuts on the magwell. The GP R15 FREYA is only available in a Direct Impingement con� guration to maximize weight savings, in keeping with the 
overall theme of a lightweight competition ri� e.

GP R15
FREYA SKELETON
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MODEL LINE R15 & FREYA

26

Color combination options
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SUPPRESSORS
GRAND POWER o� ers wide range of suppressors for di� erent weapons, calibers and thread pitch options. 
Suppressors are available for all countries where local laws permit as well as for law enforcement and military end users.

27

GP22 GP223 MODULAR

PT9 GP9
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Adjustable iron sights

AR-type stock adapter

Folding stock

Octagonal handguard M-LOKSet of adjustable iron sights

Ambidextrous 
charging handle

Vertical grip

Picatinny QD backplate

Collapsible stock

ACCESSORIES

Set of adjustable iron sights

Set of steel sights

AR-type stock adapter
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PISTOL SIGHTS
Various combinations of front and rear sights 
are available, various front sight sizes are 
available. 
Please check sights version compatiblity with 
your pistol model.

Various combinations of front and rear sights 
are available, various front sight sizes are 

Please check sights version compatiblity with 

1

2

3
4

5
6

1 – � ber optic sights

2 – � ber optic + tritium sights

3 – Dynamic sights

4 – suppressor height sights 

5 – tritium sights

6 – standard sights

Red dot mounting plates Mk23
Red dot mounting plates also available for rear sight 
dovetails for Mk12 models. 
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DECOCKER allows the hammer to be dropped on a live 
cartridge without risk of discharging it. Decocker is a factory 
installed option for selected models only.

DECOCKER allows the hammer to be dropped on a live 
cartridge without risk of discharging it. Decocker is a factory 
installed option for selected models only.

1.

2.

3.

1.      Safety lever delete kit

2.      Standard safety lever

3.      Enlarged sport safety  
          lever

Optional 120 and 127 mm 
barrel lengths are available.

MODIFICATIONS
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MAGAZINES 

9x19 12rds 9x19 15rds 9x19 20rds P40 10mm

380ACP 12rds 380ACP 15rds CP22 22LR 10 rds K22 22LR 10rds

STRIBOG 10rds

STRIBOG TR22 
25rds

STRIBOG 20rds

STRIBOG 30rds

STRIBOG 
Curved magazine
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MK23 GRIP

Lanyard loop

For selected pistol models, an advanced Mk23 polymer grip is available, 
o� ering four interchangeable backstraps to � t any shooter, as well as 
an integral lanyard loop.

A B C D
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BARREL BLANKS
GRAND POWER s.r.o. is proud to manufacture barrels via button ri� ing for its own weapons production as well as for third parties 
both as � nished barrels and as barrel blanks. State of the art button ri� ing technology and machines built speci� cally for our 
company, combined with quality 31CrMoV9 steel are the basis of the excellent quality we are known for. High-temperature H13 
steel specially designed for highly stressed automatic weapons barrels is also available.
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EXTREME RESISTANCE

One of GRAND POWER’S K100 pistols, serial 
number B000776 was randomly selected for 
durability testing, conducted at a public shooting 
range in Zvolen, Slovakia. The pistol was available 
for range visitors for testing with a wide variety of 
ammunition. The pistol went an impressive 112 
470 rounds without any major parts failures and 
no change to bore geometry or accuracy. K100 = 
a hundred thousand shots.

One of GRAND POWER’S K100 pistols, serial 
number B000776 was randomly selected for 
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